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ABSTRACT
Appropriate limb length

(LI.)

(OS)

after total hip

effective but the use of radiation and of invasive bone references is
navigation systems have been

Keywords:

and femoral offset

arthroplasty (111A)

are crucial

for a

successful and lasting outcome. However. intraoperat i ve assessment is difficult Computed navigation is

shown to be accurate in

cause of

concern. lmageless. pinless

experimental studies. However, almost no clinical

validation has been performed We used a minimally-inva sive computer-navigated system (MICNS) in

hip arthroplasty
computer navigation
pinless femoral array
accuracy

conjunction with an imageless measurement technique for im plant ing 60 consecuti ve THAs. Head/ neck trial
components of different size were applied, and the differences in Ll and femoral OS measurements were

recorded and compared to the implant manufacturer's specifications. corrected for che anatomical variations

of each patient The imageless MICNS revealed a valid and accurate intra-operative cool for measuring LL and
femoral OS in vivo.

© 2014 El sevier Inc. All rights reserved.

The main goals of joint replacement are to re-establish correct
biomechanics and to relieve pain. In THA. the recovery of a nonnal gait

Computer-assisted navigation during THA has proved to be an
effective aid for obtaining correct implant positioning and accurately

requires a proper management of LL discrepancy and an adequate soft

measuring LL and femoral OS [11-15]. Until recently, LL and femoral

tissue balancing through normal femoral OS restoration. Discrepancies

OS navigated assessment required the use of radiation (computed

in

LL can be

a cause of discomfort and dissatisfaction for patients [1).

Additionally, LL inequality may be a source of abnormal force
transmission through the replaced joint. contributing to early loosening
and failure of the implants [2,3J. Not only LL but also restoration of the
best possible femoral OS is critical to stability and the long term result
of tJ1e procedure [4,5), and as a consequence, these two parameters
play a major role in 11-IR outcome. Although important. LL and femoral

tomography) and pin-based femoral reference a.rrays [6,11, I 6]. The
use of invasive bone pins has not been unharmful, and a number of
potential complications such as pin site infections, soft tissue
morbidity, or bone stress fractures have been reported [17].
In the last few years, methods have been developed which avoid

bone
f 18-20]. Concomitantly, there have also been substantial advances in
this invasive fixation of the reference array into the femoral

OS are difficult to assess intra-operatively for the orthopaedic surgeon.

the visualization and accuracy of imageless navigation systems.

For pre-operative measurement of LL and OS. anterior-posterior

These new systems do not require pre- or intra-operative image

(12,18,21 J. Most

radiological images are considered as state of the art 16-8). However,

acquisition or exposing the patient to radiation

measuring LL and femoral OS on conventional X-rays can be

the validation of the pinless femoral arrays for computer navigated

of

challenging, and the accuracy is limited (for example when variation

measurement have been performed on cadavers 116,191 and there

in the patient position leads to different orientations of the leg in pre

are almost no clinical studies that analyse the accuracy of this new

and post-operative images) IS.9,101. This limitation hampers accurate

technique [18J.

pre-operative planning, and makes precise comparison between the

Therefore we decided to translate these experimental experiences

pre- and post-operative images difficult, especially when accuracy

Into the clinical setting, using a femoral pinless and imageless

should be assessed in low millimeo·e range.

navigation system to determine intra-operative changes in Ll and
femoral OS. These changes were compared against a benchmark based
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on the manufacturer's trial implant specific.ltions. This benchmark
was adopted due to its theoretical accuracy, indeed, modem precision
manufacturing has ensured that both trial and definitive implant
specifications are accurate to .01mm.
The objective of this clinical prospective study was to assess how
accurately the navigation system cou.ld record the differences in LL
and OS that resulted from the use of different femoral trial
components (head and neck) intra-operatively.
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Materials and Methods
From November 2010 to November 2011. 60 consecutive
patients requiring THR to treat primary or secondary osteoarthritis
were enrolled into a prospective study. Thirteen patients were male.
and 47 were female, with a mean age of 67.9 years (range: 37-84

were or 36 mm diameter. The navigation system

landmark. along the mechanical axis. OS changes were calcu.lared
of the hip to the mechanical axis. T he changes in LL an d OS For each

trial implant combination were noted and stored in a log file for later
evaluation (Fig 1).
components were implanted.

All patients underwent THR performed by a single surgeon (MU)
using a posrero-lateral approach. For all landmark acquisition and
navigation steps, the Ci Hip 2.1 software (Brainlab AG. Feldkirchen,
Gen11any) was used. During the preparation of the patient. a non
invasive pinless femoral reference array was attached to the proximal
part of the thigh. The reference array consisted of marker spheres and

the LL

from the variations in orthogonal distance from the centre of rotation

years). The mean Body Mass Index (BMI) was 26.2 l(gfm2 (range:

implanted. with a cross linked polyethylene Marathon liner and a

ca lculated

changes from variations in the cranial-caudal position ofd1e proximal

16.4-36.7 kg/m2). All patients received press-fit femoral and
acetabular components. A Trilock stem and a Pinnacle cup were
Biolox ceramic head (36 mm) (DePuy, Warsaw. IN).
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After detennining the ideal implant combination. the definitive
Post-operatively. in order to assess the accuracy of the measure
ment of these

differences (and thus of the navigation

system itself)

rhey were compared to the femoral tria l component sizing informa
tion provided by the Implant manufacturer. Changes between

different trial component sizes are given as Integer mm values,
following the stem shaft axis. Jt is i mportant to note that

the

stem

shaft axis usually deviates from the cranial-caudal mechanical axis.
whereas the navigation system bases its measurement of l.l and OS on

a plare which was fixed on the soft tissue with an incision foil. After

the mechanical a.xls. Therefore, before the implant specification values

positioning the patient on the table in a lateral decubitus position, a

could be used as a benchmark for the navigation system, they needed
to be corrected for the anatomical va.riations (femoral varus/valgus) of
each p atien t As a first step. the individual femoral varus-valgus angles

second pin-based reference array was fixed on the pelvis with two
Schanz screws. Then, the skin. the subcutaneous layer and the fascia

lata were incised and the external rotato r musdes were released from
rhe femur. A posterior capsuloromy was performed before a 3.Smm
short screw was inserted int o the greater rrochanter to define a

reproducible proximal landmark for LL and fem oral OS measure

ments. The screw was placed approximately 2 cm distally to the tip o f

the greater trochanter a t its lateral side. The leg w a s placed i n a
roughly neutral position (i.e. only slightly flexed and without
significant ab-/adduction and internal/external rotation).This defined
a reference position for U. and OS measurements which was later

were estimated from the immediate post-operative anterior-posterior
X-ray images. An indirect method was applied since no weight
bearing. full length radiographs were available. The X-rays only
contained approximar.ely tJ1e upper half of the femur, and were
calibrated based on the size of the head implant that was finally used.
The length of the femur was estimated using a statistical relationship

between body height and femur length according to Hauser et al. [22).

Fig. 2 shows a sample evaluation.

Once the Individual patient's varus-valgus angle was determined, a

reproduced after hip joint relocation. The proximal landmark defined

trigonometric con-ection was m<lde. which reflected r.he transition

by the screw was acquired by a pointer device as a reference for the

from the trial implant reference system to the navigation reference

native position of the leg.

system (based on the mechanical axis). TI 1is was applied to the values

1hen the femur was dislocated and the neck osteotomy performed.

given by the manufacturer (see Appendix), giving the changes in LL

Before the acetabulwn was prepared, one landmark on the anterior

and OS (varus/valgus�corrected values) for each trial head/neck

define the centre-of-rotation of the hip. Subsequently, the acetabulum

actu.al differences observed in the navigation measurements.

and one on the opposing side of the acetabular rim was acquired to
was prepared and the definitive cup was introduced and positioned
with two stabilization screws.. The trial polyethylene liner was put in
place. and then the medullary canal was reamed with the trial rasp
until a firm fit was achieved.

com bination used, for each patient These were compared ro the

Desc1iptive statistics including arithmetic mean ± standard devi

ation, and 95% confidence interval (0) were calculated. All statistical
calculations were perfom1ed u sing Microsoft Excel (Microsoft.
Redmont, WA).

Then a standard neck was inserted, and the shortest head was
applied. After relocation, the leg was realigned to the initial neutral

Results

position and a LL and OS measw·emenr were recorded using the
navigation system. The procedure was repeated with the next

In total, there were 104 intra-operative navigation-based mea

combination (standard neck. medium head) and then, if possible,

surement s ofll and OS. Themean VV angle measured on the anterior

with the final combi11<1tion (standard neck. long head). All three heads

posterior x-rays was -63° ± 0.63° (95% 0: l-5.1°, 7.6°]), The mean

fig. t. Navigation software screenshots showing the difference in limb length and femoral offset measurement when a longer head/neck trial Implant was inserted.
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radiation is a concern. Computer navigated measurement has proved
to be relatively accurate for assessing LL but it is an invasive
technique. Pinless referencing could significantly reduce the risk of
bony and soft tissue morbidity caused by femoral pin fixation.
although it has potentially reduced accuracy due to the direct
translatory and rotational variations between the pinless array and
the femoral bone [201. Therefore a specific measurement technique
that compensates for such variations is required if pinless referencing
is to achieve precise LL and OS measurement
In our study, the navigation measurements were found to be in a
high accuracy range, although there were potential sources of
inaccuracy in our methodology. In particular. the varus-valgus angles
could only be estimated indirectly, since it was not feasible to have
post-operative weight bearing. full length X-ray images. The trial
component specifications are only related to changes on the femoral
side, whereas the calculations for global LL and femoral OS changes
can be affected by the position of the acetabular component. Although
the position of the cup was not changed during the measurement
procedure. the navigation-based measurements can be indirectly
influenced by the position of the trunk in relation to the orientation of
the femur. One could claim that the trial femoral components are
usually not perfectly fixed which may cause additional changes in LL
and OS measurements. However, we believe that our methodology
avoided this. as broaching was performed until an absolutely firm trial
rasp setting was reached. Although each of these potential sources of
inaccuracy might result in only submillimetric variations. their
combined effects are not completely negligible.
Obvious as it may seem. the values specified by the implant
manufacturer should not directly be used to assess LL and femoral OS
changes. since the specifications only refer to a stem coordinate
Fig:. 2. X-ray based determination of varus-valgus angles. The individual varus-valgus
angle

is calculated by 90• minus Lhe depicted angle

(here: 7.4•).

system (however precise) and do not directly reflect anatomical
features. Differences between the stem and anatomical co-ordinate
systems can reach up to 1.3mm, and therefore to create a valid
benchmark. we used trigonometry to adjust the implant specifications

difference between the intra-operative navigation measurements and

to the individual anatomy. According to our benchmark, we observed

the W-corrected values was 0.00 ± 1.16mm (95% Cl: l-2.27mm.

an accuracy of below 1mm (95% confidence interval) for the

2.28mm]) for limb length and -0.20 ± 1.21mm (95% Cl: l-2.58mm.

minimally-invasive computer-assisted navigation system, which for

2.18mm I) for offset.

clinical purposes is a very satisfactory level of precision.

Discussion

the expected values (after correction to the anatomical coordinate

The mean difference between the navigation measurements and
system) was 0.00 ± 1.16mm (LL) and -0.20 ± 1.21mm (femoral OS).
The most common technical problems associated with THA are

These results compare favourably with reports in the literature that

component malpositioning and postoperative limb length (LL)

analyse the accuracy of computer navigated measurements of LL and

discrepancy. lntraoperative navigation systems have proved effective

OS. Various techniques have been used, including radiography, CT

in achieving adequate implant component positioning and LL

scans. pin-based and pinless femoral arrays. Murphy et al. [191

management 112-15,23-25I. Although LL discrepancy is a result of

analysed a technique using a pin-based femoral reference array and

both cup and stem positioning, most of the studies concerning

reported an accuracy of -0.5 ± 1.77mm for LL measurements.

navigation have been focussed on cup orientation and very little has

Dastane et al. [31 focused on the question of whether they could

been published about stem positioning and its role in LL discrepancies.

reliably reconstruct femoral OS. and found deviations between a pin

Only relatively recenrly has stem alignment come to be regarded as an

based and the X-ray measurement technique of 0.6 ± 3.6mm for LL

essential factor for optimal range of motion, reduced rate of

and 1.4 ± 6.4mm for femoral OS. In a cadaver study Renkawitz et al.

dislocation and mechanical problems. and proper LL adjustment

estimated LL and femoral OS changes with the pin-based version of

126.271.

LL discrepancy after THA may lead to patient complaints such

as back pain. gait disorders. and dissatisfaction with the procedure

the navigation technique we used in this study [241. Results were
compared with pre- and post-operative CT measurements. The

13.281. Indeed. better functional outcome has been reported when LL

Authors found mean LL and femoral OS differences less than 1 mm

discrepancy was absent or minimal 129.301. In the same way. re

with a substantial correlation between intraoperative navigation

establishing a proper femoral OS gives better functional results in
terms of strength. motion and stability. This in turn decreases rates of

values and CT measurements. In a second cadaveric study [231. they
tested the same pinless femoral reference array as we used in our

wear and aseptic loosening 131 I.

study, with accuracy values o f 0 . 5 ± 1.22mm (LL) and 0.5 ± 0.9mm

Various methods have been used as a gold standard for the
comparison between pre- and post-operative

LL although there is no

technique available which achieves accuracy levels in the submilli
metric range. Radiation-based measurements are more precise than
clinical measurements 17.8.32,33J, however X-ray techniques still

(OS). ln a further experimental study. the same Authors compared the
pin-based and femoral pinless technique and found maximum
deviations of 1.3mm for LL and 1.2 mm for femoral OS 125I.
Based on our results, we conclude that LL and femoral OS
measurements with a minimally-invasive femoral reference array and

may have limitations in terms of accuracy 19.10.34.35 I. CT showed

an imageless navigation system are accurate and favourably compare

good clinical precision in LL measurements 16.361 but the dose of

with the reported. pin-based LL and femoral OS measurements during

M. U/ivi er aL I The journal ofArrhroplasry 29 (2014)
THA Nevertheless. as to our knowledge this is the first study on the use
of this minimally invasive reference system in a clinical setting, further
clinical studies are advisable to confirm the favourable outcome of our
recent experi ence.
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Trigonometric correction of trial implant specifications.
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